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MYRAH
Implants/Abductions/Diverse topics
Q: Can you tell us what you do on the ship?
Myrah: Yes, I am a scientist, I am half from Ashkeran and half from Erra. The Ashkeran system
is what you call Sirius, Erra is in the Pleiades, so I am half Sirian and half Erra. I am a scientist.
All my life I have been interested in science because my both parents are scientists. I am
specialized in exo-life and bioplasmic technologies, interdimensional devices and that is why I
am very specialized with implants from any civilizations and technologies. I like to work on the
ground or on the front of battle because this is where it is needed, this is where we can in an
emergency save people and remove the trackers, but it is not always easy. I want to make a
difference with another girl named Mira who is older than me, very old and this one is part of the
High Council, and it is not me. I have seen many Terrans are channelling this woman which I
have never met, she is real, she exists, she gives messages, but it is not me, so I received
concerns a few weeks ago and until recent days it was ongoing. People were confused, and we
apologize for the confusion, we really apologize because we should have been more clear. I am
not the Myrah in the High Council, I am a scientist just part of the crew of the federation, so I do
not know the deep secrets of diplomacy, I am not able to connect to either of you, unless you
have a tracker tuned onto the federation frequency which is quite rare, and I will not allow
anybody to be abducted by us, we do not do that to put a tracker to talk to me, so I am very
sorry you will not be able to communicate personally with me, I can communicate personally
with Elena because she has a tracker that allows me to communicate with her, so this is who I
am and this is the points that I want to precise.
Q: Rh negative blood, what does it mean, and I know that we had talked about how
people get abducted based on trackers that are in their blood.
Myrah: I am allowed to give you this information. It is something in the blood, it is not the blood
type which will make the difference although the type O will make a difference but what is
interesting for the reptiloid species it is something that is in the blood, it is a protein you call as
well antigen which you name D, this D protein is extraterrestrial, it is maybe confusing for you,
so I may tell you that there are four blood types on Terra. There are little variants but let us say
four main ones, each type can be positive with the D protein or negative without the D protein,
so that makes you eight types. Listen, I will employ the terms that you used yourselves because
you can understand. We give them names of products but A, B, AB are indigenous to Terra. A,
B and AB are inherited genes from different populations, different strands of Terran DNA, totally
indigenous. Then you have O, O is extraterrestrial, O has been imported by the Annunaki
people a very long time ago. The Annunaki are O, you would say O negative because they do
not carry the D protein, so you will ask me what it is about this D protein, why? It is also
extraterrestrial. The Anunakene wanted to create a race of slaves, they wanted to modify the
local indigenous population which were quite primitive, into a race enabled to be workers,
warriors, slaves, contingents, stupid because they would not allow them to evolve, this is when
the D protein comes in.

The D protein allows compatibility with A, B and AB. The D protein allows hybridization,
Anunakene could copulate with A, B and AB, butt it would be an offspring sterile, so to create
this race of slaves they introduced engineer this D protein, this D protein allows the compatibility
with all the other groups, so the group O+ the D protein is O+. O+ and O negative are the most
wanted blood types in the Terrans or hybridization for food, they prey on the other groups. For
those who don't know. Yes they prey also for food. If you are A, B and AB you will be more likely
to be taken for food. There is something with the D protein, with all the millenniums passing and
time the D protein just passed into the other groups because of the entire crossbreeding of all
the groups together. So now at that moment in time in your history A, B and AB have either the
D protein or not. A, B and AB without D protein, it is very few of your population, it is oh 15% of
the whole Terran population of humans, these ones not having D protein therefore are less tasty
for the Ciakahrrs, so they will be the lucky one. A negative, B negative, AB negative or the lucky
one, who will be less likely to be abducted. If they are abducted, it is for reasons independent of
food or reproduction, it can be slave, so depend on your group you will be abducted by different
reasons. Something happened as well that I need to tell you, the Anunakene had a war with the
Lyran colonies, there was a Lyra colony arriving at Terra, they settled, it was very territorial on
Terra and that time before the last of your age of ice the Lyran fought the Anunakene, and they
wanted to transform again the Terran hybrids, so they started to engineer and remove the D
protein for these strands of hybrid slaves, not to be fertile anymore, not to be compatible
anymore. This is why you have again a lot of O negative with no D proteins on Terra. These
ones are either the original descendants of Anunakene or either hybrids with the D protein
removed by Lyrans, there is one place on Terra where there is 40% of O negative. It is a small
area, you have two big oceans, the smallest of the biggest, oh I do not know the name of the
country, but I know, it is on the border of the ocean, not on your continent America but where
Elena is yourself, I will show on the map. These people speak a language that has its
extraterrestrial origins because they were very isolated for very long, their blood remained pure.
Q: So the ones that are abducted by Grays for hybridization?
Myrah: All slave trades.
Q: The idea that they have trackers in the blood means that they're either A positive, B
positive or AB positive then?
Myrah: Tracker is D protein.
Q: Is that why they say that they own the person?
Myrah: This is the other device, the device is a mark, tracker, implant that will enable the
monitoring of the person.
Q: How does that implant initially get on that person?
Myrah: Mechanically, when they are abducted on the ship or in the underground facilities.
Q: How are they initially chosen to be abducted?
Myrah: The blood has its own frequency, smell, vibrance. The Maytra are very good at this, the
great technology that is enabling them to trade it with the Ciakahrrs.

We can do this, but they can also scan planets and on their scan they will be able to
identify the population's genetic signatures. You know the blood type is because of inherited
genes, genetics has a vibration, it is something I do not have the equivalent in your language for
this, radiance would be the closest term, that they could scan an area and see the different
signatures of gradients.
Q: Are some people chosen by chance, and not because there's some type of connection
to them?
Myrah: No, some people are selected for reproduction, these ones are a lot by chance but
mainly taken because they have some spiritual abilities which is interesting for them, to pass on
to the hybrids, and it is easier, it has more chances to work, to be compatible.
Q: So are they able to know that person has psychic abilities then?
Myrah: Yes, the energy signature. Some families are dearly kept because energy signatures of
a spiritual power is transmitted by genes often, the blood and bloodlines, when they find an
individual with particular abilities of particularly interesting blood, they track it especially and his
all bloodline will be as well tracked, but this individual has been found by chance at the first.
This is for the reproduction, hybridization programs. Everything that is not a hybridization
program is completely by chance, typing the blood types into their scans, and it will respond. I
know that for you, it is complicated.
Q: Yes I'm just trying to understand about alien abduction and how it happens so that
these people that are terrorized, at least have some idea of why this happened to them.
Myrah: Do not be terrorized, fear as a smell and a color that they recognize. They take people a
lot, they need to go very fast and the fearful ones are so easy to get, if you're strong , and you
resist they will not lose time, they have to go fast. Do not fear, first thing to protect you. I am
saying all this knowing that soon all of this will be over. Well at least with the Ciakahrrs. We
have a bit of problems at the moment with the Kiily-Tokurt and the Maytra. We are still having
struggles with some of them, oh some of them are unbelievable, we had received the
announcement that the Ciakahrrs had their allies turning their back on them, especially Maytra
and Kiily-Tokurt. We never trusted Kiily-Tokurt, never, and we never will because they lied,
some contingents and factions of Kiily-Tokurt stayed faithful to the Ciakahrrs and deceived us,
so we had a little bit of struggle recently, but all ended well for us.
Q: That was a concern that I had that we were too trusting, and I know that we're
supposed to trust if they surrender, but my concern was that they would then turn on us
once they were in our ships.
Myrah: This happened recently, Thor Han is not beside me to tell you, so I can tell you what
happened. We had a mission to destroy three underground facilities run by the Ciakahrrs and
the Maytra. First our laws of ethics order us to offer surrender and if they accept surrender we
have the duty to escort them safely to the boundaries of the protected zone which is your solar
system, beyond the energy shield. They say no, we will fight until the last one of us. I do not say
the location, this base was in a country with desert, Thor Han was there, and they were all ready
to attack and destroy waiting that the Terran military supporting the Ciakahrrs was neutralized,

and at the moment they were ready to attack they received a transmission that a part of the
function of the Ciakahrrs in this underground base wanted to surrender finally, so they stopped
the attack and that was a mistake because they redrew, they waited for a ship to come to help
the rescue. The rescue ship from the station came, the Ciakahrrs who wanted to be rescued
went on the ship and at this moment this rescue ship was attacked and destroyed by the
Ciakahrrs on the ground, then the crew of Thor Han destroyed the base. He will not talk a lot
about this, I can. I wasn't there, but he told me everything and I saw the report. They are ready
to sacrifice their own people. I would say they have a heart but not turn to the same interest as
we do. Some of us discorporated in this explosion. I am very sorry, I need to explain
"discorporated", you say die, we say discorporated. Nobody dies.
Q: Have you ever incarnated in the third density?
Myrah: Oh yes when I was on the patrol missions with my friends, we were on duty in the third
dimensional plane for the abduction rescues, and we were very often working on the third
dimensional plane but not incarnated as a human on Terra. I had lives on Ashkera. 2000 Terran
years and something ago, a few generations back.
Q: We did hear of a crash in Brazil, so were you guys the ones that shut down the…?
Myrah: No. This was again another problem, it wasn't my assignment company. The Maytra
ship which crashed was shot by reptilian Ciakahrrs. The Maytra ship wanted to escape and this
is very rare because Maytra are not turning to light forces, they just don't, but things are
changing and because Terra elevates frequency, everything on it does too. Sometimes some
beings born and raised for generations and generations in the lower darker frequencies,
experience this shift and start to access a higher consciousness. It was absolutely remarkable
that these Maytras had decided to join. To be trusted or not the facts gave us reason to trust.
Unfortunately for these poor Maytras, I can't believe I said that. They were escorted, oh Maytras
are, I do not know the translation of this word in your language. Maytra were escorted by our
forces from a base in the south of America, not Brazil but Mexico. They were heading towards
the higher atmosphere when they were shot down by ground Ciakahrr forces, shooting from the
ground. The ship was damaged, we couldn't defend it because when the Ciakahrrs started to
shoot at our fleet, our fleet had to defend itself, there were no casualties on our side fortunately ,
but we let the Maytra ship escape, go to another direction and were shot because he wasn't
with us anymore, it was very stupid, very stupid. We work in correlation with all our units
together in a very organized structure, but this Maytra ship didn't know about that, he just went
his way, trying to flee, he was shot, and he fell. Three were killed, one survived, we are still
trying to get him, the problem is he will not survive long because he does not have the life
support necessities. Maytras cannot breathe very long in your air, he will die soon, but we would
like to find him, at least his body before Terrans find him.
Q: Do you have any information about energetic implants?
Myrah: I may help remove a confusion, the implants can be on different planes of density,
normally they can be third dimensional, you can remove them surgically, but this is very rare,
not everybody does that, the technique is to do them in a higher density, then you feel the pain,
feel the skin around it, but this will be invisible and untouchable because it's on a higher density,

so it is interdimensional implants, interdimensional trackers or any kind of devices. Then you
could maybe have etheric implants, but this is not harmful. Etheric implants are hooks from
etheric beings and this is not in the programs of the reptoids, Maytra and their friends.
Q: We have found implants that are like metal structures.
Myrah: They're 3D ones, Solipsirai do that, they are not very good, but this is a technique we do
not see very often.
Q: Do the trackers usually have tentacles?
Myrah: It depends on the technology, the Kiily-Tokurt have little filaments to hook into the
nervous system, these are the most difficult ones to remove. Tentacles refer to something alive,
and they're not alive, it is just machinery devices. Sometimes you can have as well for the less
experimented populations and species, the ones who experiment, who want to play like the big
ones, these ones will use any piece of scrap metal, they will imbue in this metal an
interdimensional hook and physically surgically insert, the piece of metal into the body, the flesh
of the abductee. This happens when you open the wound you see a piece of metal which can
be earth Terran metal or not.
Q: I didn't realize that they were using Terrans metal for this.
Myrah: These are the ones who are not experimented enough, and they just try. The proper
ones we do not call Nano, we call it tracker dust.
Q: Isn't that what it is put into the v.?
Myrah: Yes, and as well extraterrestrial genes in the substance of these v.. Do not let anybody
do this to you, your own, your envelope of flesh, you own your avatar, it is yours and yours on
purpose. Reptiles are in serious troubles, they are trying to haste all the laws they can, to force
people, to convince them, convincing them was their plan , but the plan of convincing is not
totally working because many people are awake, doubting the information and this is very good,
so they try now by law, and we don't think this will be accomplished before the synthetic virus
will disappear, it will disappear soon.
Q: I heard something about you guys introducing new vegetables.
Myrah: We are not allowed to introduce extraterrestrial vegetables. This is against the laws of
The Galactic Federation, but we can modify them, the existing Terran species we do that. Oh, I
am not working on it, but it is my husband's job, genetic modifications of plants and I know a lot
about it. We do that on the station as well, not me. On the other station, the science one. We do
that, and we help regenerate the capital food of your planet. I wanted to tell you about hungry
countries that do not have enough food. There is nothing we can do. We help with the water, we
cannot help with food. We help as much as we can without breaking the laws of the federation.
In this country, this poor country, people need first to be educated. Educated to not breed that
much. The more they breed, the more they require food. The more they need to produce it, the
more they cannot produce it because they haven't created yet the system able to do that. So
they require first to be educated. Education brings nourishment and ends hunger. It is not giving
them food, it is educating them that they find out how to be independent with food.

Do you understand why we are not offering free food to them? It is hard. The Galactic
Federation has laws that are very hard but which are ethical. Ethics is a different perspective
depending on where you stand, I know.
Q: Any thoughts on what's going to happen with the meat industry?
Myrah: You need to stop eating the animals. I am very sorry, this is for many reasons. One
reason is your frequency. If you eat the flesh of other beings, the energy of the 3D flesh will
increase your lower 3D energy, but this is not the main reason. You have to think about the
other beings that are killed for your systems. This can happen in very primitive societies where
the need for it is necessary and there are no other solutions like the hunters of the ancient
societies, but you are not there anymore. You are able to stop eating meat as you say because
you have everything ready to eat vegetables, but some elites want money with that. They will
not let it go. So just stop buying, eating animals and these people will lose their currency and
fortune.
Q: Do people know who they are from birth on your planet?
Myrah: Who are they from birth? No, you have to rediscover it; this is the whole purpose of
these incarnations in these avatars to reconnect with who you are.
Q: Are you born with what we call here the lifted veil, not like humans who don't
remember anything?
Myrah: Yes, the 3d matrix veil, we were born above it. I can if I want tomorrow to come and visit
you and shake your hand and take you in my arms for a hug. I can do that by modifying my
frequency. Yes, someone has done that a few times. When we rescue abductees we rescue
them on the third dimensional plane we take them physically some of us have the ability are
trained to do this we can perfectly do this the problem is that we do not do it often because our
skin especially the Pleiadian skin is very sensitive to light your sun it burns us, so we cannot
really stay long we need to have a medication to modify our epidermis.
Q: What are the different careers in your civilization?
Myrah: Sciences, constructors, builders, those who build the structures, the ship. The science
itself has many, many specialities, the builders and the warriors, the cast of the military, it is very
important, the Pleiadian military maintains peace in the galaxy, part of the federation, these are
the three main castes, and you have as well the spiritual caste, but this is more located on
different planet than Erra, there are the teachers, teachers, the feeders, the feeders grow food
and there is a last cast which is a mix of the rest of the little jobs of the population and among
them, you have the fabric makers, perfume makers, objects makers, any objects.
Q: When you land on Earth what are you most interested in doing?
Myrah: We do not do that often, we perform a mission very quickly when we land on Terra, we
do not land often.
Q: Can you breathe in an Earth environment?
Myrah: Yes we can, we need to have a little modification which is very simple, but we can.

Q: Who is the most advanced civilization that you know of?
Myrah: There are different stages of advanced civilization, they are advanced differently, you
have the Ohorai, you call them the Arcturian, it is the higher caste of Arcturians. In the star
group you call Andromeda, there is a very highly advanced civilization and there is another one
that is not interfering with anyone, they are very close to source, these ones are located in the
constellation of Pegasus, but nobody has contact with them. They are very high, very ancient.
They would look like transparent light to you, barely visible. Even for me, they are too high, I
cannot access them if I meet them.
Q: Is there anything happening to our blood while we are ascending from 3d to 5d?
Myrah: The vibration of your blood as well elevates and the molecules vibrate faster, so your
blood becomes more fluid.
Q: Can you say something about the Schumann frequency please?
Myrah: The frequency of the grid, you call Schumann is very fluctuating for a long time now, it
fluctuates because we maintain it high, and we help it accelerate the frequency, but there are
dark forces at bay who try to pull it down especially on the nodes and so it creates unbalance,
so your grid frequency, you call Schumann goes very wild in some places, very irregular,
sometimes you can have peaks of intensity and sometimes shafts of void, but this is because
there is a war going on, it will rebalance, do not worry. Do not try to tune in this grid energy, at
least not very often because it is very unstable at the moment, it can disable your balance and
harm you, do not pull from the grid, give the grid elevation. When you elevate your frequency,
send this sound, this vibration to the grid, it helps.
Q: How would you say goodbye in your language?
Myrah: Nadani.
Q: Maybe we can ask you to teach us one word every time we talk to you.
Myrah: Do you trust me I will teach you the right words? :)
Q: We love your sense of humor and keep things so funny.
Myrah: This helps me as well to be funny you know because the situation is quite tense here,
not so funny. Let's laugh, it's good to laugh.

